
Rose Cruz Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) Training
Program Opens The Door To Business Owners
Using New Skin Tightening Technology

Plasma Pen Pro Eyelift Before and After Results

Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) Fibroblast
treatments are now all the rage for Men and
Women who wish to have tighter, blemish-
free, skin.

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, March 13,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Finding
solutions to skin lines, wrinkles,
discoloration, and other problems can be a
huge challenge for a great many people.
Unfortunately, many of the solutions on the
market deliver less than ideal results.  The
good news is a new technology, plasma
skin tightening, is making waves and with
the correct training, certification, and
equipment, it opens the door to not just
happier people with better skin, but
impressive income opportunities for plasma
pen practitioners.  Leading the way in
Plasma Pen Pro Training and Certification is
acclaimed Master Trainer Rose Cruz, who
recently announced upcoming dates for the
three-day hands-on instruction both in her
hometown of Toronto and in Gold Coast,
Australia.  Cruz has been taking her Plasma
Pen Pro Training and Certification program across the globe, where it has been met with nothing but
excitement and enthusiasm.

"I love to teach plasma lift, plasma skin tightening, plasma pen training because I get to see first-hand
all the time the joy it delivers to people who finally have found a way to fill out their skin lines, lose
blemishes, and just appear more youthful,"  remarked Cruz, well-known as a leader in the industry.  "I
look forward to certifying more professionals across the world, since it has the dual benefit of teaching
people a way to develop new streams of income, along with helping the people they end up treating
feel better about their appearance."

Plasma Pen Pro training and certification opens the door to being able to deliver one of the newest
and most talked about treatments in the beauty industry.  It's non-invasive, non-surgical, and the
patient is left with no bruising or scarring.  The results delivered by plasma fibroblast treatments are
immediate and generally exceed expectations.  The process works through the plasma pen applying
an electric charge, or arc, on the surface of the skin, which transmits heat through the area treated.
Plasma skin tightening and plumpening follows.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.plasmapenpro.com/plasmapenfinancials
https://www.plasmapenpro.com/plasmapenfinancials
https://www.plasmapenpro.com


Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) Training in Gold
Coast, Australia

Plasma Pen Pro Training and Certification
Program in Toronto, Ontario

Reviews of the three-day Plasma Pen Pro Training
and Certification program have been extremely
positive.

Julie S., from Toronto, recently said, "I have always
wanted to work for myself and taking the plasma pen
training from Rose Cruz put me in the perfect
position for this.  Now I'm doing very well and my
clients are all pleased with the treatments.  Five
stars all the way."

With a variety of new Plasma Skin Tightening
training programs coming up, it is important for each
new student to do their homework and find out how
long the trainer has been training, but more
importantly, how many treatment have they
conducted.  Often times, student whom have just
been trained and have little to no real client
experience start training others in order to profit.  "It
is very simple to find out if a trainer is experienced in
Plasma" says Rose Cruz who has been training
students for under a year, but has conducted
hundreds of Plasma Skin Treatments to date, "take a
look at their instagram and see how many REAL
pictures of plasma treatments are under there.  As
well, call and speak to the person that will be training
you.  Can they answer all your questions about the
plasma?  Are they willing to have you come in for a
demo? Can you see the school or clinic?  If you
simply get a bad feeling about a training program,
then do some more research until you find the right
one."

Plasma Pen Pro sister company Second Skin
Medspa has been open for over 10 years, and is
also a very successful business, and Rose Cruz
hopes to help other practitioners learn the art and
science of Plasma so that each student can add this
skin treatment to their menu, and not only profit from
it, but help those men and women concerned about
their skin, wrinkles, moles, skin tags, etc, and help
them increase their body image and self esteem.

Stay part of the conversation with Plasma Pen Pro
on www.instagram.com/plasmapenpro and
www.facebook.com/plasmapenpro]Facebook.

For more information be sure to visit
www.plasmapenpro.com]https://www.plasmapenpro.
com

http://www.secondskinmedspa.com
http://www.secondskinmedspa.com
http://www.instagram.com/plasmapenpro
http://www.facebook.com/plasmapenpro]Facebook
https://www.plasmapenpro.com
https://www.plasmapenpro.com


To view and/or register for the next available Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) Training Course, please visit us
at www.plasmapenpro.com/ppp-training-dates

<b>About Plasma Pen Pro</b>
Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) is our newest machine that harnesses the power of plasma, a fourth state
matter (Solid, Liquid, Gas, Plasma), to help reduce or eliminate certain skin conditions and concerns,
such as wrinkles, fine lines, moles, skin tags, etc. Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) are the leaders in the
Plasma Skin Treatment industry and are now using their talents and experience to train future PPP
technicians in the Art and Science of Plasma, so they too can become leaders in this new and
exciting. 
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